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USB 3.0 to Lightning adapter, Mcdodo OT-8600
 Expand the capabilities of your smartphone or tablet. The USB 3.0 to Lightning adapter by Mcdodo allows you to connect a wide variety
of devices to your chosen device. It also allows you to transfer data at speeds of up to 400 MB/s. In addition, the product is distinguished
by its wide compatibility and lightweight, compact design. At the same time, it guarantees smooth and stable operation.
  
 
Many possibilities
 Forget  about  limitations.  With  the Mcdodo adapter  you can connect  a  USB drive,  mouse,  keyboard,  digital  camera and even a  game
controller to your phone or tablet. This will make your work easier, give you more space for your files and enjoy more freedom. What's
more, the product supports OTG functionality.
  
 
Fast file transfer
 The Mcdodo adapter allows you to transfer files at transfer speeds of up to 480 Mbps. What does this mean in practice? You don't have
to wait long for your files to be copied - it takes only about 3 seconds to copy 1 GB of data. Photos, videos, documents - with Mcdodo you
will transfer them between devices in no time!
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Refined design
 Take the adapter to work or college! The device is extremely light and compact, so it will easily fit in your bag or even in your pocket. It
is made of durable zinc alloy, which translates into strength and resistance to damage.
  
      Manufacturer  Mcdodo   Model  OT-860   Interface  USB 3.0  /  Lightning    Transmission  speed Up to  5  Gbps    Material  Zinc  alloy   
Dimensions 32.48 x 15.25 x 10.05 mm   Weight 10 g    

Preço:

Antes: € 7.995

Agora: € 7.50

Acessórios para computadores, Adaptadores, USB
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